Kenyon’s Grist Mill Block
Celebrating Rhode Island
This block is a combination of traditional paper pieced parts and fused applique details. The
design uses 8”x8” (or much smaller) fabric pieces in the following colors: red (walls), light blue
(sky), black (roof), tan (ground), dark grey (foundation), and white (windows/doors)
1) Trace the parts on the “Applique Pieces” page onto the paper side of double sided fusible
webbing and iron on to white fabric. Cut the pieces out and remove the paper backing. Be sure
to do this before cutting out the patterns on the reverse of the sheet (if printed double sided)
2) Cut fabric pieces in the quantities and colors as shown on the “Cut Pieces” page
3) Sew the Blocks G (2 block Black/Lt Blue, 1 block Red/Lt Blue) using
the “Making Half Square Triangle” process to make 4 blocks in the following combinations: 3 black/light Blue, 1 red/light blue - trim tails and
square to 1”x1”
4) Sew and press piece A to two of the light blue/black squares as shown:

A
5) Sew and press the strip made in Step 4 to piece C as shown:

A

C

Making Half Square Triangles
1) Match squares right sides together
2) Draw a diagonal line across the square

3) Stitch a scant 1/4” seem to each side of
the diagonal line

4) Cut across the diagonal line

5) Press seem open to the darker side, trim
to size

6) Sew and press black square D to black/light blue triangle square as shown:

D

7) Sew and press the
assembly made in Step 6 to
piece F as shown:

8) Sew and press the
assembly made in Step 7 to
piece B as shown:

F

9) Sew and press grey
square D to red square D
and light blue/red triangle
as shown:
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10) Sew and press assembly
made in 9 to piece F as
shown:

D

F
11) Sew and press assemblies made in steps 8 and 10 to assembly made in
Step4 as shown:
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12) Sew and press pieces E to each side of the assembly made in 11 as shown in Complete Block Assembly

13) Sew and press light blue piece H to the top and tan piece H to the bottom of the assembly made in
Step 12 as shown in the Complete Block Assembly

14) Layout and iron in place the applique pieces as shown in the finished block diagram, hand or machine
stitch in place as shown in Complete Block Assembly with Applique. Stitch around the applique pieces by
hand or machine using a blanket stitch or something similar

Cut Pieces
A

Cut 1—Black

1” x 2.5”

D

Cut 1—Red
1.5” x 2”

Cut 1—Red
2.5” x 3.5”

B
C

F
Cut 2—
Lt. Blue

Cut 2 —Lt.
Blue

G

1.5” x1”

3”x 1.25 ”

E

1” Squares
Cut 1—Red
Cut 1—Grey
Cut 1—Black

1.5” Squares to make triangles
Cut 1—Red
Cut 3—Lt. Blue
Cut 2—Black

H
Cut 2—1 tan, 1 Lt. Blue

2.25” x 6.5”

Applique Pieces (shown actual size)
Windows (6 pcs

Door 1 (1 pc

Door 2 (1 pc

0.5” x 0.375” (1/2” x 3/8”) ) - White

0.75” x 0.375” (3/4” x 3/8”) ) White

0.75” x 0.5” (3/4” x 1/2”) ) White

Signs (1 pc

0.125” x 0.75” (1/8” x 3/4”) ) White

(1 pc

0 .125” x 0.5” (1/8” x 1/2” ) ) White
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Complete Block Assembly with Applique

